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Series 35 Quad Long Assists Tractor Loading

The Challenge
Loading up tractors for shipping out to dealers can be a huge and challenging task when your finished goods are
oversized and don’t fit on a standard flatbed trailer. If you are one of the largest tractor manufacturers, you
want to ensure your shipments are loaded properly, meet all transportation regulations and arrive damaged
free.

Our customer challenged us to design a lifting solution that will make it easier to load the tractors onto the
trailer bed and fit within the existing dock configurations, and manage for tractors tires that hang over the sides
of the trailer bed.

The Autoquip Solution
Our process analysis for selecting the right lifting solution for our customer begins by addressing the following:

Step 1: Identify the dimensions of the dock and pit space requirements
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Step 2: Identify customer requirements for load, travel and safety

Step 3: Identify the customer’s project budget and provide a cost effective and viable solution

Step 4: Review our complete product line of scissor lifts to determine and identify which lift meets all project
requirements before making final recommendation

Through this process of analysis, our recommendation for two Series 35 Quad Long lifts (one for each side of
trailer) was determined. With our advanced engineering team, we were able to develop the Quad lift utilizing
some of our existing technology and innovative processes. The Quad Long lift is designed to handle longer,
heavier loads that can be transferred over the sides of the lift. The Quad Long with its narrow platform and
exceptionally narrow leg stance allows the lift to perform the application in the narrow confines of the pit. If the
tractor tires need to be removed for transport, the lifts can be lowered to make the task of removing the tires
quick and efficient. Each Quad Long scissor lift offers four sets of scissor mechanisms that can handle the heavy
equipment load with ease and provides load stability.

Specifications include:

15,000 lbs. capacity for each lift

32” x 504” platform of each lift

Accordion Skirt – one side orientation on each lift; open side to pit area

Solid rigid steel bolt on skirts – on each lift end and dock
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The Solution Benefits
Autoquip provided the customer with a more cost effective solution for replacing their gas turbine engines
rather than rebuilding the power generation stations and enclosures. Employing a scissor lift – lifting method will
reduce time involved in the replacement effort, handle the large capacity, and provide more precision to the
installation process.


